
Grade 11 Honors 2017-18 

 
Read two books: Choose one of the following and another of your own choice. 
 
TEACHER-SELECTED: 
Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury 
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass by Frederick Douglass 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain 
The Awakening by Kate Chopin 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe 
The Crucible by Arthur Miller 
Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger 
 
NOTE:  These assignments are REQUIRED.  The choose your own book project will be due the first week of 

school—I will give you a specific due date on the second day of school.  You will need an index card with the 

book’s title and author to turn in on the second day of school. You will need to get a copy of the teacher 

selected book you chose to bring to class.  Along with the double journal entries, I expect you to annotate the 

book as you read.     

Assignment:  Double-entry journals.  

 You will need to complete 10 double-entry journals for your chosen text. 

 As you read, choose what you think are the ten most significant passages from the book (each passage 

should only be approximately 4-5 sentences—do not choose page-length passages). This is an 

individual assignment, ie: your work should not use all the same passages as someone else.  

 Select your passages based on their significance to the novel as a whole and analyze each passage for 

specific literary devices.  What do you see?  Metaphors?  Imagery?  Characterization? Symbolism? 

Motif? Can you identify themes in this work?  Identify any devices you see in your significant passage.  

 Next, think about and answer the following question for each quote:   What literary device(s) are used 

and what effect does it have on the text?  Why is the quote significant?  What do the literary devices 

used add to your understanding of the text? Compose your response into a coherent paragraph.  

 Finally, type your chosen passage and your analysis in two columns (example below).  

 Warning: do not use Spark notes or any other online helps that are directly related to this specific text. 

Plagiarism will result in a zero.   

 Note: The example below is not from any of the options. It is from Night by Elie Wiesel and is only 

intended to show you what is required.   

  

Requirements:    

 Ten journals total       

 All journals must be typed 

 All journals must follow the format below 

 



Example of a Double-Entry Journal (from Night By Elie Wiesel)    

 Quotation            Significance  

 “Night.  No one prayed, so that the      Wiesel uses images of the darkness of   
 night would pass quickly.  The stars were     the night sky to convey the hopelessness    
 only sparks of the fire which devoured      of the situation he and the other Jews  
  us.  Should that fire die out one day,       were feeling. Wiesel also contrasts this   

there would be nothing left in the sky      darkness with the more violent image of  
but dead stars, dead eyes.”        fire, showing the power of the enemies    

      the Jews are facing, enemies that are        
    strong enough to “devour” them.  Wiesel   
       uses a metaphor to compare the Jew’s loss     
     of hope to “dead stars, dead eyes”, which      
     extends his use of the images of the sky     
     and reinforces the idea that “fire”/violence   
       is more powerful than “stars”/hope.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

For your book of choice, complete one of the activities listed below. Type and double space all written 
activities using 12 point Times New Roman or Calibri. 
 
1. Compare and/or contrast one of the major characters to a character in another book that you have read. 
2. Write a poem/song that was inspired by the book and video yourself reading/performing it and post to 
YouTube. 
3. Write a prequel and/or sequel to the book (what do you think happened before and after the events in the 
book). 
4. Write 3‐5 paragraphs in which you state and then support your opinion of whether this book should or 
should not be read by students in your class. 
5. Imagine that you have been given the task of conducting a tour of the town in which the book you read is 
set. Draw a map and write 3‐4 descriptions of the homes of your 
characters or the places where important events in the book took place. Be creative! 
6. Imagine that the book you are reading has been challenged by a special interest group. 
Write a letter defending the book, using specific evidence from the book to support your 
ideas. 
7. Create a sculpture of a character. Use any combination of soap, wood, clay, sticks, wire, 
stone, old toy pieces, or any other object to create your sculpture. Then write an 
explanation of how this character fits into the book.  
8. Design an advertising campaign to promote the sale of the book you read. Include each of 
the following: a poster, a radio or TV commercial, a magazine or newspaper ad, a bumper 
sticker, and a button. 
9. Draw a portrait of the main character and write an explanation to accompany your 
sketch. This is for serious artists as the art will be part of the grade. 
10. Create an advice column (Dear Abby) and give the characters in the story advice on how 
to handle their problems/dilemmas. 

        
Note: The paragraph as a  
whole explains the     
significance of the quote. The 
boxes and lines should not be 
used in your journal. They are 
solely intended to highlight 
elements that should be 
included.  
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11. As a literary agent, write a letter to the publishing company designed to persuade them 
to publish this book. 
12. You are the reporter. Write a front page news story or a report live from the scene of your 
novel. 
 


